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Instructions

Thank you for your interest in the internship topics of our team. Please read carefully the instructions below.

• Please fill in the following form, specifying your details, which topic(s) you are interested in, and a link to a motivation letter and your CV: http://tinyurl.com/hbtr2bm

• There will be a technical interview (programming algorithms and fundamental ML in a language of your choice for a fixed time interval - i.e. 2 hours)

• After the technical interview, shortlisted people will be interviewed by team members to ensure best match of choices and skills to internships.

If you have further questions please contact us at: mvazirg at lix.polytechnique.fr
1 Heterogeneous Text-Graph Node Embeddings and Applications

1.1 Description

Many graphs have text associated with their nodes or edges. However, state-of-the-art graph node embeddings [1] [2] make only use of the network structure, and are general in that they don’t try to optimize performance on a specific downstream task. Embedding the nodes of the network while taking all this information into account is still an area of active research [3][4].

The internship will aim at designing new techniques that:

• Exploit the rich information in heterogeneous networks (specifically text-enhanced networks).
• Learn task-specific graph node embeddings.
• Have applications in graph and text mining tasks.

1.2 Desired skills

Python, deep learning, NLP, word embeddings, graph node embeddings, graph theory, linear algebra.

1.3 Supervisors

The intern will work under the guidance of Antoine Tixier (DaSciM) and Fragkiskos Malliaros (UC San Diego).
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2 Weighted K-truss Decomposition and Applications

2.1 Description

The $K$-truss decomposition algorithm\cite{cohen, wang} is a triangle-based extension of the $k$-core algorithm \cite{seidman} that was originally developed to study cohesiveness in social networks. It finds many powerful applications in graph and data mining. Currently, however, $K$-truss works only for unweighted and undirected graphs, which is a major limitation. Proposing an extension of the algorithm to richer representations would make for an impactful contribution to the field of graph theory. The objective of the internship will be to investigate:

- different ways of incorporating weights and edge direction into triangles,
- modifications that would need to be done at the algorithm level,
- impact on complexity,
- applications in tasks including community evaluation in social networks and keyword extraction for text summarization.

2.2 Desired skills

Python, graph theory, linear algebra, algorithms.

2.3 Supervisors

The intern will work under the guidance of Antoine Tixier (DaSciM), Fragkiskos Malliaros (UC San Diego) and Apostolos Papadopoulos (DaSciM and Aristotle University of Thessaloniki).
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3 Updatable core decompositions

In graph analysis, the k-core decomposition is one of the most fundamental tools [1, 2, 3]. One of the main advantages of this structure is that it is very efficient to compute [4]. As a network grows, there is a need to recompute the decomposition in order to update properties of the graph and its nodes. On small graphs, one may re-apply a k-core decomposition algorithm on the entire graph but in big graphs -with millions of nodes and edges- even the most efficient implementation consumes a lot of resources needlessly.

For this reason, various models have been developed to compute the k-core decomposition under different scenarios such as streaming [5,6] and in incrementally updating existing decompositions while the graph grows [7].

While the k-core is a very popular structure, it does not capture semantics of the network that are usually modeled with direction or weight. The DaSciM team has developed and analyzed models for core decomposition on directed, weighted and other types of graphs [8,9].

In this internship, the main goal is to create updateable decomposition algorithms for directed and weighted graphs:

1. Identify the most efficient solutions for k-core decomposition under an environment where large graphs continuously grow and new edges and/or nodes are added.

2. Extend these algorithms into a directed and weighted scenarios

3. Provide implementations of these algorithms for large scale deployment on real graphs.

Supervisors: Giatsidis Christos, Michalis Vazirgiannis

3.1 Desired skills

Python (and Java) programming.
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4 Graph Mining for Multi-label Classification

Multi-label classification involves building models that may assign multiple labels to each data instance, as opposed to traditional multi-class (single-label) classification. The main challenge is to model dependence among labels and exploit this dependence efficiently. If labels are viewed as nodes on a graph, dependence can be viewed as edges connecting these nodes. Relatively little work has been carried out so far to study possible connections between graph mining and multi-label learning. This internship will develop some of these connections, for example, using graph kernel methods and methods for community detection or influence maximization on models of multi-label label dependence and thus create new methods or improve the performance of existing ones.

4.1 Desired Skills

Good programming ability. Knowledge about supervised classification (about multi-label classification is a bonus) and familiarity with graph mining concepts.

4.2 Supervisors

Jesse Read and Michalis Varzigiannis
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5 Recurrent Neural Networks for Prediction in Data-Streams with Temporal Dependence

Machine learning in data streams is an increasingly active and relevant research topic. In the age of big data, learning must often be done rapidly in an online fashion, as data becomes available in a continuous stream. For example, predicting electricity demand, tracking and modelling in sensor networks, intrusion detection, and modelling the failure of hardware (predictive maintenance). There are many online algorithms that can be applied to data streams, but these typically do not take into account temporal dependence. Recurrent Neural Networks can be suitable for this application, due to their memory structure.

This internship will investigate different representations for data stream and time series data, and the development and application of recurrent neural networks in this scenario.

5.1 Desired Skills

Python. Knowledge of machine learning methods, in particular neural networks. Familiarity with data streams and/or time-series data.

5.2 Supervisors

Jesse Read
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6 Sequential and Structured Output with Multi-label Models

Multi-output (a.k.a. multi-target) learning involves building a model that can produce multiple outputs per data instance. Such models have generally been used in a multi-label context: assigning multiple labels/categories/tags to text documents, images, and so forth. However, such models can be employed much more widely, in diverse problems such as sequence and graph prediction, recommender systems, and multi-dimensional anomaly detection. Challenges involve dealing with large datasets with many output variables, complex dependency structures, and missing data (i.e., semi-supervised). This internship will choose one or several of such problems, and extend/develop and evaluate multi-output models suited for application.

6.1 Desired Skills

Java (familiarity with WEKA would be a plus) or Python (familiarity with SCIKIT-LEARN would be a plus). An understanding of machine learning, in particular knowledge of supervised learning algorithms. Knowledge of multi-label/multi-output learning is a plus.

6.2 Supervisors

Jesse Read
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7 Analysis of the Weibo Social Graph

Social network analysis (SNA), also referred to as “structural analysis”, is of central interest in our era as it constitutes the strategy of investigating social structures through the use of network and graph theories. Actually, it is the mapping and measuring of relationships (flows) between people, groups and other connected entities. A social network can be typically represented by a graph, whose nodes represents the users, and the edges the interpersonal ties (relationships or interactions) among them. Since the origins of social network analysis, there has been interest in identifying the most relevant actors of a social network. Several metrics based on connections, distributions and segmentation can be used in order to give us insight into the various roles and groupings in a network – who are the connectors, mavens, leaders, bridges, isolates, where are the clusters and who is in them, who is in the core of the network, and who is on the periphery. Apart from the aforementioned metrics, it is critical for us to know which is the probability a node to influence its neighbors. More specifically, we are interesting to know how a node or a small set of seed nodes can propagate some ideas (rumours, trends, etc) to other distant in the network. The specific phenomenon is known as spread of influence and has long been studied in the fields of sociology, communication, marketing, etc.

In the context of this internship, we will focus on the in-depth analysis of a real dynamic social network, called as Sina Weibo. Sina Weibo, known as the “Chinese Twitter”, is one of the most popular media platforms in China. By the third quarter of 2015, it has had more than 222 million subscribers and 100 million daily users. It also shares a lot of features with Twitter. For instance, a user may post with a 140-character limit, mention or talk to other people using “@UserName” formatting, add hashtags with “#HashName#” formatting, follow other users to make their posts appear in one’s own timeline, re-post with “//@UserName” similar to Twitter’s retweet function “RT @UserName”, select posts for one’s favorites list, and verify the account if the user is a celebrity.

7.1 Desired Skills

Excellent programming skills (Python). Familiarity with graph mining concepts.

7.2 Supervisors

Nikolaos Tziortziotis, Fragkiskos Malliaros, and Michalis Vazirgiannis.
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8 Node Embedding Algorithms for Community Detection

In principle, supervised representation learning methods and node embeddings, have mainly been used in supervised learning tasks in graphs, including node classification and link prediction. The main goal of this internship topic is to examine the capabilities of node embeddings in the task of community detection in graphs. In particular, we will empirically evaluate the performance of recently proposed node embedding methods, with respect to both functional and structural properties of the extracted communities. Furthermore, we aim to compare the performance of such methods to other traditional node embeddings techniques (e.g., spectral clustering) as well as to widely used community detection algorithms.

8.1 Desired skills

Good knowledge of graph theory, linear algebra and probabilities. Familiarity with node embedding methods will be a plus. We will also use the Python programming language.

8.2 Supervisors

Fragkiskos Malliaros (UC San Diego), Apostolos N. Papadopoulos (Aristotle University of Thessaloniki) and Michalis Vazirgiannis (DaSciM).
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9 Online Learning of Influence Probabilities on Social Graphs

Nowadays, there has been tremendous interest in the phenomenon of influence propagation in social networks. Actually, a social network plays can be seen as a medium for the spread of information, ideas, and influence among its members. For instance, a number of free samples of a product can be given to a few influential social network users (known as seed nodes), with the hope that they will influence their friends to buy it. The most of the works in this area assume that they have as input to their problems a social graph with edges labeled with probabilities of influence between users. Nevertheless, in real life the probability information may not be available in advance or to be incomplete. In this internship, we will study (empirically and theoretically) the IM problem in the absence of complete information on influence probabilities.

9.1 Desired skills

Strong background in graph theory, probabilities, statistics, multi-armed bandits, and good programming skills (C++, Python).

9.2 Supervisors

Nikolaos Tziortziotis, and Michalis Vazirgiannis.
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10 Learning Node Embeddings in Signed Graphs

The goal of this internship topic is to study the problem of learning node embeddings in signed networks, i.e., low dimensional vector representations of the nodes, and their applications to learning tasks over signed social networks including the ones of link predictions and node classification. In particular, we will examine how recent graph representation learning methods (e.g., DeepWalk and node2vec) can be extended to signed graphs.

10.1 Desired skills

Good knowledge of graph theory, supervised learning, linear algebra and probabilities. Familiarity with node embedding methods will be a plus. We will also use the Python programming language.

10.2 Supervisors

Fragkiskos Malliaros (UC San Diego)
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11 Benchmarking Influence Maximization in Complex Networks

Spreading processes have been gaining great interest in the research community. This is justified mainly by the fact that they occur in a plethora of applications ranging from the spread of news and ideas to the diffusion of influence and social movements and from the outbreak of a disease to the promotion of commercial products. Of crucial importance towards understanding and being able to control such processes in complex networks, is to identify those entities that can act as influential spreaders. Identification of such nodes can ensure propagation of information to a great part of the network, optimization of the available resources or even control the spreading.

There exist various models that can simulate a diffusion process. Famous are the epidemic models, namely SIR (i.e, Susceptible Infected Recovered) and SIS (i.e, Susceptible Infected Susceptible) as well as the Rumor Dynamics model (Maki and Thomson model - MT). Those are until now used in order to locate single spreaders in networks. On the other hand, models such as the Linear Threshold (LT), Independent Cascade (IC) and Heat Diffusion Models have been used in the case were the task is to locate a group of privileged nodes that by acting all together can maximize the total spread of influence, usually called the Influence Maximization problem. For those different subgroups of problems, a plethora of algorithms and heuristics have been proposed in order to identify those entities in a graph that can provide the best possible information diffusion.

Nevertheless all those algorithms are tested on different datasets and the results are evaluated using different metrics. The goal of this internship will be to create a benchmark were all those algorithms will be implemented for a well-known set of datasets that can be found online and with common metrics in order to have a fair comparison for the performance of the algorithms in terms of efficiency and time complexity. The benchmark will be a tool for anyone wanting to find which algorithm suits their needs in order to locate superspreaders in the network in question.

11.1 Desired skills

Good knowledge of graph theory, sound mathematical background. Programming skills (Python or C++).

11.2 Supervisors

Maria Rossi and Michalis Vazirgiannis
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12 Analysis of a Real Spreading Process

Information and influence spread have been attracting a lot of attention due to the important role they play to numerous applications such as viral marketing, adoption of innovations and more generally spread of behavior and social norms. Various previous studies have been focused on understanding the patterns during a spreading process. Most studies have been focusing on individual-based diffusion data and on inferring the diffusion network.

In this internship the goal is to study real information spreading processes using data from Weibo (a Chinese microblogging website). We will report results after analyzing temporal patterns of user-to-user influence. We will explain the observed time-varying dynamics of user activities during the spreading of a specific topic. We will finally investigate the topological characteristics of individuals that are influenced and that participate in a diffusion process and present the patterns that are detected.

12.1 Desired skills

Good knowledge of graph theory, sound mathematical background. Programming skills (Python or C++).

12.2 Supervisors

Maria Rossi and Michalis Vazirgiannis
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13 Analysis of the World Wealth and Income Database

The World Wealth and Income Database (World WID) is one of the most known resources for research in economic data. The effort is led by the Paris School of Economics (group of Thomas Piketty). Our team completed the design and development of a Bigdata solution for the WID database enabling efficient time series data management. Currently, only simple analytics are offered on these data, such as the distribution of variables across several attributes and percentiles with location and temporal criteria. See the details here: http://wid.world/

The goal of this internship is to perform advanced data analysis on the aforementioned data by studying deeper correlations among the multiple dimensions concerning income, location, time, and other features present in the data. Also machine learning methods will be employed to learn models that will be able to predict income distribution across the globe for the future.

13.1 Desired skills

- Analytical skills
- Programming: Python or Matlab
- Good background in statistical learning
- Experience on time series analysis and Apache Spark will be highly valued

13.2 Supervisors

Nikos Tziortziotis, Michalis Vazirgiannis
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14 Text Classification using CNNs with Graph of Words based input

Neural networks with convolutional and pooling layers (CNNs) have been proven very effective for classification tasks. Given a large structure, CNNs identify the sets of features of the structure that are most informative for the prediction task, and generate a new representation of the structure based on these sets of features. For example, in text categorization, small sequences of words may be good indicators of the topic of a document. CNNs learn to identify such local indicators, regardless of their position in the document, and use these indicators to generate a new representation for each document. Graph-of-words (GOW) is a graph-based document representation that is used as an alternative to bag-of-words. GOW represents each textual document as a graph whose vertices correspond to unique terms of the document and whose edges represent co-occurrences between the terms within a fixed-size sliding window. The GOW representation was found to be very effective in several tasks.

The goal of this internship is to design and implement a CNN for text categorization which in contrast to existing CNNs takes as input the GOW representation of documents. The CNN should be capable of identifying areas of the graph (i.e. subgraphs) that are good indicators of the class to which the document belongs. Since there is no canonical ordering for the nodes of a graph and since graphs cannot be easily represented as fixed-size vectors, the main challenge of this internship is how to feed the input graphs to the CNN.

14.1 Desired skills

- Analytical skills
- Programming: Python
- Experience on neural network design will be highly valued

14.2 Supervisors

Antoine Tixier, Polykarpos Meladianos, Giannis Nikolentzos, Michalis Vazirgiannis
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